Unleash the beast of Legion.

Unleash the beast at the head of the Legion: The Legion Tower 7i, built for extreme power and performance with 13th Gen Intel® Core™ desktop processors and NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 40 Series graphics. A larger VRM heatsink, higher Vcore and an enmeshed front bezel enhance airflow and cooling in an all-new chassis design with a toolless glass side panel to show off your shiny internals.

Why you should buy Lenovo Legion Tower 7i (34L, 8)

13th Gen Intel® Core™ processors. Beyond performance.

Intel’s latest hybrid architecture paired with industry-leading features delivers the ultimate gaming experience. Stream, create, and compete at the highest levels – 13th Gen Intel® Core™ processors push your gameplay beyond performance, giving you the power to do it all.

Beyond fast

NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 40 Series GPUs are beyond fast for gamers and creators. Experience lifelike virtual worlds, ultra-high FPS gaming, revolutionary new ways to create, and unprecedented workflow acceleration.

Fiery performance, cooled in silence

Push extreme performance with a cooling-forward gaming system that boasts an unprecedented 260W liquid cooling or 190W air cooling. Cool faster with more airflow via a larger VRM heatsink and higher Vcore for higher clock speeds and CPU stability. An enmeshed front bezel decreases airflow obstruction to boost fan efficiency and lowers the acoustics.

Style your rig

Style your battlestation with the signature Legion design, featuring a storm grey chassis, a 3D enmeshed front bezel, and an eye-catching rail-side transparent glass panel to show off your shiny internals. Take showmanship to the next level with the RGB wordmark logo and ARGB fans for immersive animation effects.
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Legion Ultimate Support®
Legion Ultimate Support is here to be your META - Most Effective Tactic - Available. With one single point of contact, get 24/7 gamer-centric support from a team of IT experts who are gaming specialists and can help optimize your hardware & software setup to keep you productive all day and unbeatable at night.

Legion Smart Performance
Smart Performance Services within Lenovo Vantage will keep your system running at optimum performance and proactively fix issues that affect PC performance, internet performance, and security.

Lenovo Accidental Damage Protection
Avoid the hassles of unexpected damage & repair costs. With coverage for drops, spills, electrical surges, and broken LCD screens, accidental damage protection makes it easy to repair to your PCs and ensures your device is up and running fast.

Lenovo Sealed Battery
Long-lasting battery life is not just a feature but a necessity to help you stay productive all day and connected all day long. Protect your PC’s sealed battery from degradation, enjoy hassle-free battery replacement service, and safeguard your PC from future battery failure with our Sealed Battery Warranty Service.

Lenovo Warranty Extensions
(Up to 3 years duration)
Gain complete peace of mind by extending your base warranty to up to 3 years and minimize unexpected repair costs.

Lenovo CD Offset Service
Now give back to the environment in a tangible way! Lenovo CD Offset Service gives you a simple and transparent way to offset carbon emissions and help the environment by supporting one of several United Nations Climate Action projects, including those that help to improve renewable energy, reduce air pollution, or enhance safe waste disposal, all of this at just the click of a button.

Legion Arena
The Legion Arena app lets you access all your games no matter where you purchased them. Sign up to play, and earn rewards and achievements for how you play. Stop switching between different apps to find what you want to play - they all have a new home inside Legion Arena.

McAfee® LiveSafe™
Register McAfee® to enjoy these benefits in your FREE 30-day trial.

• Award-winning Antivirus
• Password Manager
• Safe Web Browsing
• Multi-device Compatibility
• Identity Theft Protection
• Free Customer Support
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